A SINISTER VIRUS HAS REDUCED OUR WORLD POPULATIONS BY ONETHIRD.
This virus has become unstoppable across the global population, despite all
desperate attempts to stop it and those in the highest danger of infertility
being caused by the pandemic, must migrate to the “Cloud”.
Hidden in mysterious rooms of a cloud-based house and bequeathed to
three sisters by their grandmother, are the secret portals to other worlds.
Yet first, they must gain entrance to the Cloud Academy to discover their
way to gain the inheritance left to them.
The Mayor of Arryville has denied the young citizens the right to enter the
Cloud Academy.
Enemies are plotting against the girls in their search for the Crown of
Wisdom!
Our heroines will learn that their portal leaps through time will bring them
the greatest secrets of ancient and future wisdoms. In this new classic tale
of resilience and courage, the Arry Girls use the powers of divination and
time travel to connect them with an alternative universe and find the only
way to save the world…

“A fun filled adventure of youth and purpose that will reach the hearts of young
readers everywhere…” Daphne, Indiebook reviewer
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A CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR
WHY DID YOU WRITE ‘THE CROWN OF WISDOM’? WHAT WERE YOUR
INSPIRATIONS?
I wrote this book for my granddaughters. I aimed to inspire and to teach them
through adventures the way to wisdom and to give them a sense of their
ancestral past. Mostly it is a story to entertain and engage with them on another
level – a spiritual journey together guided by me and my writings. This book is
the third in the trilogy I have written for them. The previous two were written
when they were younger and provide further insights into the discovery of their
special powers and how they could travel to literary land to save the world of
fiction. The Key to Cooperation and The Ring of Destiny.
HOW HAD YOU DECIDED ON THE BEST CHARACTERS FOR THE BOOK?
Easy, the Protagonists are my three granddaughters. I then conjured up the
antagonists from an imaginary world and included myself as a character whose
wisdom could be passed down through my beliefs to benefit them in their
adventures.
HOW DO YOU CREATE OR MODEL YOUR CHARACTERS TO FIT THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE STORY AND THE EXPECTATIONS OF THE READERS?
I also chose those characters who would fit the theme and who pose intriguing
challenges to the protagonists. My ideas are based on other literary characters
such as those in the worlds of Harry Potter, Katniss Everdeen, Frodo Baggins and
others who feature in the books and movies loved by my granddaughters.
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WHAT DREW YOU TO THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE BOOK?
My writing style had developed over the years as a way of using well known
books and movies to place my grandchildren in scenes of discovery that would
amuse and enlighten.
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